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Family and Friends: 

Vocabulary: 

A] Fill in using the given words:     

[planets - clean up - cut up - fashionable - colourful - endangered - calculator 

- calculate - adopted - adapted] 

1- Please give me the ................................. I want to ................................. this problem. 

2- Is there any life on other ................................. like earth? 

3- All the teenagers are ................................. dressed. 

4- Our neighbours were very old so they ................................. a child to help them. 

5- When I was a baby, mum used to ................................. all the food for me. 

 

B] Supply the missing letters: 

p__t  a__t  gl__e  cir__us 

 

C] Put each word in a sentence to show its meaning: 

1- pool: .......................................................................................................................... 

2- exciting: ..................................................................................................................... 

 

4] Grammar: 

Do as shown between brackets:    

1- We didn't travel to Europe two years ago.      [Yet] 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

2- Mina is worse than Tom.       [Start with: Tom] 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

3- He is going to buy a new computer next weekend.   [Interrogative] 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

4- animals - but - Tigers - scary - are - beautiful.     [Re-arrange] 



....................................................................................................................................................................... 

5- I think our team [win] ............................... the match.   [Correct] 

6- Where [he will go - did he go - he went - he goes] to Alexandria? [Choose] 

7- No, I have never sailed on a boat.       [Ever] 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

8- I have known her since 2010.       [For] 

....................................................................................................................................................................... 

9- Tomorrow, I [visit] ..................................................... my cousin.   [Correct] 

10- Lions are [dangerous] .......................................... animals in jungles. [Correct] 

 

Model Answer 

Family and friends:- 

A] Fill in using the given words: 

1- calculator – calculate. 

2- planets 

3- fashionable  

4- adopted 

5- cut up 

B] Supply the missing letters:- 

pet  an t  glue    circus 

C] Put each word in a sentence to show its meaning: 

1- Pool:    I like swimming in the pool. 

2- exciting:- I watched an exciting film yesterday. 

 

Grammar:- 

Do as shown between brackets: 



1- We haven't travelled to Europe yet. 

2- Tom is not as bad as Mina. 

3- Is he going to buy a new computer next weekend. 

4- tigers  are scary but beautiful animals. 

5- I think our team will win the match. 

6- Where did he go? 

7- Have you ever sailed on a boat? 

7- I have known her for ten years. 

8- Tomorrow, I am going to visit my cousin. 

9- Lions are the most dangerous animals in jungles. 

 


